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Abstract

Based on a qualitative study of Chinese-led construction projects in Mozambique, the article explores how Chinese engagement in the construction sector affects workplace regimes. The study addresses the following set of questions: What characterises the workplace regimes of Sino-Mozambican workplaces, and why do the workplace regimes give rise to resentment and tension amongst the Mozambican workers? Furthermore, how is labour agency constrained or enabled within these workplace regimes? The data reveals that the Chinese companies are granted great freedom to develop workplace regimes as they see fit, characterised by functional flexibility, low pay, and few benefits. Furthermore, the creation of a divided Sino-Mozambican workplace, with separate workplace regimes for the Chinese and the Mozambican workers, exacerbates resentment amongst Mozambican workers and prevents social relationships across nationalities from forming. The Mozambican workers employ multiple strategies to express their discontent, but labour agency is constrained by weak national institutional support, and lack of alternative employment opportunities in the local labour market.
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Introduction

On January 4th 2014, 230 Mozambican workers from the Chinese-led construction project Estrada Circular (Maputo Ring Road) initiated a strike. According to local media, the workers were protesting against a missing New Year bonus, dismissals without just cause, physical assaults, lack of written work contracts, and poor health and safety conditions. The Mozambican workers, however, were more concerned with the initial trigger in their narrative of the strike:

It started when a black boss hit a driver and we saw that he was already becoming like the Chinese, having the same behaviour as the Chinese, and turning against his real brothers. Therefore, we decided to do the strike.2 (Group interview, Mozambican workers, 16.01.14)

The distinction between these two descriptions reveals that the workers find their resentment originating in complex issues of segregation and distrust. Several interviews with the Mozambican workers illustrate how they categorise certain behaviour as Chinese and the implicit expectation amongst them to support each other – against the Chinese. There is a very vivid us vs them mentality in the Sino-Mozambican workplace, leading to unresolved
tension between the two nationalities working side by side on construction projects in the capital area of Mozambique.

This article will use the analytical concepts of workplace regimes and labour agency to explore how Chinese engagement in the construction sector in Mozambique affects the workplaces. First, the article explores why the workplace regimes created give rise to resentment and tension, and second, examines how labour agency of the Mozambican workers is constrained or enabled within these workplace regimes. The study draws on the labour agency approach in labour geography, and seeks to understand the workplace and labour agency from the Mozambican workers’ perspective.

There is a growing literature on Chinese business practices in Africa (e.g., Baah and Jauch 2009; Lee 2009; HRW 2011). However much is still unknown about how local populations receive and negotiate Chinese company practices. The bulk of research on China in Africa has based its analyses on macro-data of trade, investments and aid flows, but few qualitative, fieldwork-based studies have been conducted (Braütigam 2008; Mohan and Power 2009). Ample attention has been given to speculations about the Chinese agenda, strategies and motives for operating in Africa, as well as attempts to unpack links between the Chinese state and Chinese state-owned enterprises (SOEs) (Alden and Davies 2006; Lee 2006; Meidan 2006; Kragelund 2009). Although several scholars have contributed to understanding working conditions in Sino-African workplaces (see, e.g., Giese and Thiel 2012; Lee 2009; Nielsen 2014), these studies have not analysed workplace regimes. The workplace regime approach provides a useful framework for examining the interplay between the various elements that create conditions in a specific workplace, and gives a basis for understanding resentment in the workplace.

African governments appear eager to develop relations with China, and many developing countries today seem to envy China’s outstanding economic achievements. China has become Africa’s largest trading partner, and two-way trade between China and Africa reached 166 billion USD in 2011, up from 2 billion USD in 1999 (Cottle 2014). Moreover, China has obtained growing influence on the continent, with its most visible imprint being the many large-scale infrastructure projects and prestige projects in construction. China has become active in the construction industry in almost every African economy (CCS 2006), making this industry a relevant point of departure when exploring Sino-African relations. During the late 1990s, the Chinese government saw the need to make the SOEs more self-reliant and globally
competitive and urged them to invest and operate abroad. In 2001, the strategy was formalised as China’s ‘Going Out’ or ‘Going Global’ strategy (HRW 2011). The state assisted companies in establishing branches overseas and encouraged them to enter new markets. Through bilateral agreements, China provides African states with loans that often guarantee Chinese SOEs contractor rights and ensure the use of Chinese goods in development projects (Robertson and Corkin 2011). In parallel, Chinese SOEs and private companies are establishing themselves in African markets, winning national and international tenders in construction. The competitive state of China’s domestic construction market has also made the government use various financing mechanisms for infrastructure overseas as a way to boost their own construction sector. Over 2000 Chinese State Owned Companies (SOE’s) now have businesses in Africa, with a market share larger than that of France, Italy and US combined. Their main advantage in African markets tends to be explained with competitive pricing, where Chinese companies often submit bids three quarters less of Western firms (Cottle 2014). Chinese companies also have a habit of bringing their own work crew rather than employing local workers (Wang and Flam 2007; Afrodad 2008), although some researchers suggest that the use of Chinese labour crews is exaggerated (e.g., Vines 2007; Mohan and Lampert 2013). In any respect, the increasing presence of Chinese firms in the African construction sector illustrates the importance of understanding how this engagement influences workers and workplaces.

Mozambique has had one of the fastest growth rates of trade with China experienced by any single nation (Robinson 2012). The Mozambican government has been very open to Chinese involvement, mainly in construction and agriculture, but also increasingly in extractive industries. China is now one of the country’s largest investors. China’s interest and expertise in supporting construction and infrastructure projects has made it a particularly appealing partner for Mozambique, especially since much of Mozambique’s physical infrastructure was destroyed during the civil war ending in 1992. More than 30 Chinese construction companies have established themselves in Maputo, outbidding South African and other foreign companies in national and international tenders (Alden, Chichava and Roque 2014), or working on projects financed by Chinese financial institutions.

Despite impressive growth rates with an average of 7 percent GDP growth annually over the last decades (Dibben 2010; IMF 2011), the Mozambican economy is still characterised by a strong dependence on foreign capital. The country’s development strategy has focused on attracting foreign investments that should yield economic growth, and eventually trickle
(Magnusson, Knutsen, and Endresen 2010). Down to benefit poorer segments of the population (Afrodad 2008; Wethal 2015). According to Nielsen (2014), the Mozambican government has given China ‘a seemingly unlimited economic room for manoeuvre’ (68). Apparently, the governing elite perceive Chinese activities as a potential advantage and diversity against traditional partners, after decades of relying on aid from the Western donor community (Alden, Chichava and Roque 2014). However, while the government continue to welcome Chinese engagement, tension is emerging in various areas of Sino-Mozambican cooperation, especially amongst Mozambican workers in Chinese-led projects.

The strike mentioned above provides a starting point for discussing this tension. I will first discuss the two theoretical concepts on which the analysis is based, and which form the analytical framework: workplace regimes and labour agency. I will then elaborate on the methods for data collection and analysis. I explore the workplace regimes created in Sino-Mozambican workplaces and examine tension and resentment amongst the Mozambican workers. Furthermore, I discuss how agency of Mozambican labour is constrained or enabled by the workplace regime. The concluding section summarises the main findings.

The workplace in theory and practice

Every workplace is created through a web of policies and practices, and can be studied at different analytical and geographical levels. Moreover, the globalisation of production has led to a complex set-up that requires an understanding of the ‘spatial politics of production’ (Pun and Yu 2008). Michael Burawoy’s The Politics of Production (1985) has been quite influential in guiding analyses of capital-labour relations. Burawoy focused on what he called ‘factory regimes’ and divided these regimes into several ideal-types to capture different power relations between labour, capital and the state (see, e.g., Peck 1996; Knutsen and Hansson 2010).

The literature tends to use factory regimes, labour regimes, and workplace regimes interchangeably (see Magnusson, Knutsen, and Endresen 2010; Dokka, Knutsen and Endresen 2015). For example, while Burawoy (1985) use factory regimes as an analytical abstraction, Nichols et al. (2004) have operationalised the same concept in order to describe specific workplaces. The general approach of the operationalization of Nichols et al. (2004) invites analyses of workplaces beyond the factory, but their use of the concept factory
regimes limits the analysis semantically. I find the term workplace regime preferable in this analysis because the objective is to study processes in concrete workplaces.

Analytically, a workplace regime entails two interlinked levels of politics: the organization of the workplace and the politics of production (Burawoy 1985; Peck 1996). The organization of the workplace, or the first level, refers to the technical and social organisation of the labour process. Nichols et al. (2004) identify three issues to study in order to practically identify and describe the organisation of a workplace: (1) Labour control issues are management methods such as autonomy vs control, empowerment of labour vs intensification of work, fear vs commitment, and working conditions, cultural control, and teamwork. (2) Material support issues include both wages and non-main wage material support. The composition of wages (basic/variable part) and wage level in relation to the local labour market are both central here. (3) Contract issues describe whether workers hold internal or external contracts for permanent, temporary, or part-time work. Different types of contracts can affect workers’ status: For example permanent workers may be treated differently than temporary workers. The links between labour control issues, material support issues, and contract issues are also central to how workers perceive their own working conditions such as the working environment and terms and conditions of employment.

The second level of politics that make up a workplace regime is the ‘politics of production’, or the political apparatus of production and the institutions that regulate and shape workplace practices (Burawoy 1985; Peck 1996). Workplace regimes do not evolve in isolation, but rather develop under the influence of local, national, and global regulations and institutions (Magnusson, Knutsen, and Endresen 2010). This second level of issues will thus be analysed by highlighting how the state, market, and collective organisation in Mozambique affect practices in the Sino-Mozambican workplace. The interplay between these two levels of politics is central in explaining the nature of workplace regimes.

**Labour agency under contemporary globalisation**

Castree et al. (2004, 159) define agency as ‘the capacity possessed by individuals and groups to act for their own benefit or for the well-being of others’. In this article, understanding agency means understanding how the Mozambican workers, both as a group and individually, ‘play a role in seeking, and obtaining, incremental and sometimes highly significant changes in microspaces of work and living’ (Rogaly 2009, 11).
During the 1990s, labour geographers introduced the notion of labour agency to the agenda as an alternative to the view of workers as passive victims of the workings of capitalism (Cumbers, Nativel and Routledge 2008; Carswell and de Neve 2013). Such an approach focuses on how workers themselves may attempt to ‘…shape the landscape of capitalism to their own advantage’ (Herod 2001, 4). Of main importance is to make workers’ experiences and actions central to the analyses of capitalism, hence, understanding the geography of work and capitalism from their perspective (Herod 2001). This approach has informed my study of Sino-Mozambican workplaces.

While labour agency can be understood as: ‘strategies that shift the capitalist status quo in favour of workers, even if only temporarily’ (Coe and Jordhus-Lier 2011, 216), such strategies do not necessarily challenge the hierarchy of the capitalist system per se. Rather, workers seek to secure a better distribution of gains or better their own position within the system. Furthermore, the discussion on labour agency involves a certain discrepancy between what strategies attempt to do and what they actually accomplish. Agency can be constrained by various social structures and across socio-geographical spheres. Of importance is how the institutional framework - state, market and collective organisation - constrains or enables workers’ agency. This article explores the question of labour agency by illustrating how Mozambican workers react to the Sino-Mozambican workplace regime, and whether and how they seek to change their role in it.

Labour geographers tend to approach agency along the lines of space, scale and place in order to grasp the complex conditions that affect the strength of workers’ agency (Coe and Jordhus-Lier 2011). Space refers to how workers’ position within the geographies of capitalism affects the impact of their actions. Scale refers to the level at which negotiations occur, for whom decisions are made, or across what territories solidarity is pursued. Scale places focus on the crucial role of regulatory institutions conditioning working life. Both space and scale contribute in shaping place. Features of place determine the mobility of workers, their ability to move between workplaces, affected by workers’ attachments and responsibilities in place. Space, scale and place are used to understand the potentials for and limitations to workers’ agency in the Sino-Mozambican workplace.

Labour agency entails both workers’ collective struggles and individual struggles. Individual struggles, however, have frequently been overlooked compared to collectively organised political strategies (Coe and Jordhus-Lier 2011). In this article, agency will be analysed with
reference to both collectively organised political strategies and by individual worker’s responses to improve working conditions. I use the concepts of exit, voice, loyalty, and neglect in order to explore how workers’ response strategies are linked to agency. The first three concepts can be traced back to Hirschman (1970), in his attempt to understand responses to decline in firms, organisations, or states. His approach was later applied to workers’ response to job dissatisfaction, and neglect was included as a fourth category (e.g., Farrell 1983; Rusbult et al. 1988; Farrell and Rusbult 1992). Exit and voice are active response strategies. Exit refers to requesting a transfer, searching for a different job, or simply thinking about quitting. Voice describes constructive actions workers take to improve working conditions such as discussing problems with superiors or colleagues, suggesting solutions, seeking help from outside, or by whistle blowing. Loyalty and neglect are passive responses, when workers loyally wait and hope for an improvement while trusting the organization to do the right thing, or passively allowing working conditions to deteriorate due to reduced effort or interest.

**Methods and data**

The theoretical concepts outlined in the sections above form the analytical framework that has guided this analysis of Sino-Mozambican workplaces. I analyse labour agency by examining how the workers respond to the workplace regime. Workers’ response strategies can be understood as a concretisation of labour agency within a particular workplace. Workplace regimes may enable or constrain labour agency, and labour agency may affect how workplace regimes are organised. Consequences of workers’ response strategies may alter the workplace regimes created, and add to workers’ agency (i.e. when a strike leads to alterations in working conditions). The analysis is concerned with how workplace regimes influence agency and how agency influences workplace regimes. The broader institutional framework affects both workplace regimes and response strategies, through the state (laws, regulations, capacity), the market (competition, labour market) and collective bargaining (strength and capacity of trade unions).

The analysis of the Sino-Mozambican workplaces is based on data from fieldwork conducted in Maputo, Mozambique, from May to September, 2013. I examined three projects led by Chinese companies in road works, water supply, and housing. Two of the Chinese companies were state-owned; the third was a joint venture between a Chinese state-owned company and
a Mozambican directorate which together formed a private company. I have anonymised the Chinese companies in this article. Contrary to the popular depiction of the ‘Chinese way’ as bringing labour from China, Mozambicans made up more than ¾ of the workers in the workplaces in this study.

Together with a research assistant, I collected data through observation and 35 semi-structured interviews. Observation took place on the construction sites and included observations of work routines, interaction, cooperation and communication between the Mozambican workers and their Chinese superiors. We also accessed documentation such as pay checks, contracts and time sheets. We conducted nine semi-structured interviews (group and individual) with Mozambican workers. Three supplementary interviews with workers were conducted in 2014. Most of these interviews took place outside construction sites during lunch breaks, and were generally not arranged in advance. We conducted the remaining interviews with Chinese company administration and engineers (eight interviews), Mozambican ministries and governmental bodies linked to the projects (seven interviews), inspection companies (three interviews), and trade unions, business associations, and related organisations (five interviews). These interviews were arranged in advance, and took place in formal settings. The duration of the interviews varied from 30 minutes to 1,5 hours, depending on the informants’ schedule. I audiotaped and later transcribed most of the interviews, and documented the remaining with detailed interview notes.

All interview transcripts, interview notes, and observational notes were organised and coded in the NVivo software for qualitative analysis. The coding captured the operationalisation of Nichols et al (2004) for identifying workplace regimes; labour control issues, material issues and contract issues, and codes such as negotiation, communication, resistance and conflict identified agency. In the first round of coding, I found broader themes that recurred in the workers’ responses, and re-coded the data with codes such as commitment, divisions or respect. As such, the analytical framework was developed abductively, through an interplay between deductive and inductive approaches (Thagaard 2009).

**The Sino-Mozambican workplace regimes**

What can we make of the workplace regimes under study? What happens to Chinese company practice in a Mozambican context, and what do Chinese companies bring to the workplaces that give rise to contestation and tension? A workplace regime is created through
a web of policies and practices: place-specific characteristics influence how the labour strategies of companies are ‘shaped by the role of the state in reproduction of labour, the relation between external and internal labour markets, dynamics of local political movements, and structure of household division of labour’ (Peck 1996, 138). This suggests that ‘exporting’ Chinese workplace practices to Mozambique is not possible, as labour market conditions and the macro-politics of the state in Mozambique differ from labour market conditions and macro-politics in China. The Mozambican government has mostly been concerned with formulating an industrial policy that gives direction and incentives without interfering in business decisions. According to Castel-Branco (2001, 162), the policy ‘announces government intentions to the business community and avoids action and intervention by the state in any specific issue.’ The limited capacity of the government has also resulted in the weak and uneven enforcement of labour regulations (Webster and Wood 2005). Despite both high union density and relatively strict labour regulations, there is very little evidence that unions have been effective in supporting workers’ interests at the company level (Webster et al. 2006). Moreover, while Chinese companies’ participation in international tenders launched by the Mozambican government or the World Bank is thought to weaken their bargaining position and thus, their ability to impose certain labour requirements (Roque 2009), the data suggest that the Chinese companies enjoy great freedom in formulating labour strategies. While problematic working conditions appear to be ‘common knowledge’ amongst Mozambican government officials, they emphasize the number of workers employed rather than the quality of their working conditions. As a result, Chinese companies seem to be able to develop workplace regimes as they see fit.

The data suggests there are large similarities in workplace regimes across the three construction projects in this study. Thus, one may speak of one workplace regime for the Mozambican workers, although this analysis draws on data from three different workplaces. The following sections are organised along Nichols et al.’s (2004) categorisation of labour control issues, material support issues, and contract issues. The analysis shows that the Sino-Mozambican workplaces are characterised by strong divisions, both spatially and metaphorically. This signifies the existence of two workplace regimes in one workplace, one regime for the Chinese, and another for the Mozambicans.
**Labour control issues**

There are various ways for companies to exercise control over labour. The literature on workplace regimes in China highlights the use of dormitories for spatial control, where the employer can control the whereabouts of the workers at all times. The dormitory workplace regime is often thought of as a distinct Chinese labour practice (Pun and Smith 2007; Pun and Yu 2008), found in many different types of production. Construction is no exception, and construction workers typically live in dormitories in construction projects in China (Tang 2014). In construction projects in Maputo, however, the dormitories are given a very different meaning. They are reserved for the Chinese workers, who live in a foreign place, do not understand the language, or have time to familiarise themselves with the local community. Chinese project managers explain that the dormitory practice for Chinese workers in Mozambique is a useful way of protecting the workers and give them a sense of togetherness and social belonging. Safety and facilitation of social life replace the issue of control in the Mozambican context (Interview, Chinese project manager, 19.03.13). However, with this changing significance of the workers’ dormitories, they have rather come to resemble gated communities, with high fences, ‘keep out’ signs, and barbed wire.

The Mozambican workers arrive at the construction sites each morning from their homes scattered in and around the capital area. Mozambican workers are not permitted to use the dormitories even though many of them are migrant workers. Apparently, the Chinese superiors see little need to control the Mozambican workers outside the workplace. This could be linked to the fact that the Chinese companies do not consider themselves as responsible for Mozambican workers. They turn to a Mozambican labour office should they need more or other workers. To separate labour from company management is a common practice in Chinese construction companies in China, where the main contractor tend to subcontract the responsibility of labour to smaller companies (Ngai and Huilin 2010). This spatial separation of workers also occurs in other social settings, such as lunch. Here, Chinese employees have food prepared for them at the project site, while Mozambicans bring food from home or eat at the nearest barraca (simple kiosk). The idea of eating together, either the same food or physically sitting together, seems farfetched. The ways in which Chinese and Mozambicans are physically divided in the workplace discourages socialisation between the two groups, creating divisions between the two nationalities.
The divided workplace continues in the organization of work tasks. Mozambican workers perform low-skilled tasks, and are excluded from management and project planning. The work is organised in teams, which according to Nichols et al (2004) could elicit either commitment or control. In the Sino-Mozambican workplaces, the organisation of teams seems to contribute to the control of workers. Each team consists of one Chinese superior and between five and ten Mozambican workers, often with different combinations of workers each day. The superior would mainly show them what to do, often formulating tasks in terms of numerical goals such as the number of bricks to lay, or the specific area to be covered or dug open. Machine operators would often work in teams of two with one Chinese superior and one Mozambican operator, leading to a higher degree of commitment and transfer of skills. However, the larger teams generally create a low autonomy for the Mozambican workers.

The Mozambican workers express great discontent about the functional flexibility strategies initiated by the Chinese construction companies. Functional flexibility refers to workers performing multiple tasks, allowing management ‘to move workers around jobs and tasks as the need calls’ (Dyer 1998, 228). According to Mozambican law, all workers should have contracts which specify their position (ACIC 2011), and the workers interviewed had all been hired with a specific position. In practice, however, the company disregards these work categories and the specification of positions:

There are various sectors, but a mechanic can be sent for construction, a driver can be sent for construction, or for mechanics. The mechanic can also be sent to the pumps. Because of this, every day when you arrive here for work, you just wait for your boss to see you and say; today you go to site x. And you have to go to that site because he is the one that signs the timesheet. (Group interview, Mozambican workers, 17.05.2013)

The Mozambican workers express both humiliation and a lack of motivation at the Chinese disregard for work categories. It deprives them of pride and reputation they have obtained through previous jobs, and they feel as if they are taking a step back instead of advancing:

We are all equal. We are all servants. If you’re an operator, you have the position of a servant, if you’re a driver, same thing. The next day you stand with a shovel. (Group interview, Mozambican workers, 17.05.13)
The workers explain that even if they feel like they are improving their competence in a specific role, they may be set to do something completely different the next day. The aspects above lead to a lack of autonomy for the Mozambican workers, being at the mercy of their superiors. From the Chinese point of view, the functional flexibility is a strategic choice. The Chinese workers primarily perform technical tasks, and large construction projects have great amounts of heavy bodywork, requiring minimal skills. Mozambican law prevents Chinese companies from bringing more than a given number of Chinese nationals to the projects, and as a result, local labour is mainly doing the physical and heavy work.

For Mozambican workers, functional flexibility is also associated with the fear of being dismissed, by intensifying the feeling of being replaceable. Colleagues have been fired for no reason and Chinese supervisors threaten workers with dismissal, regardless of how long they have worked for the company:

It is normal here that they tell you to go home, without motive. It doesn’t interest them if the contract is one year - just go home. Done. (Interview, Mozambican worker, 17.05.13).

The sentiment in the excerpt above corresponds with Lee’s (1999) description of workplace regimes in China where superiors may respond to complaints with the threat ‘you can leave if you don’t agree.’ It also echoes more recent cases of Chinese companies working in other African countries (Baah and Jauch 2009; HRW 2011). In combination with the lack of viable ways to communicate with superiors, the Mozambican workers experience a high degree of job insecurity, which enhances control on behalf of the Chinese management. Job security is generally not high in countries with large informal labour markets and high unemployment rates, such as Mozambique. However, the challenges related to communication prevents workers from understanding why they are fired, which could make this a more important source for tension in Sino-Mozambican workplace regimes.

The Mozambican workers talk about themselves and the Chinese as two strictly separate groups: ‘We do not have any relationship, neither professional nor friendly’ (Group interview 1, Mozambican workers, 17.05.13). This underlines the belief that all the Chinese are bosses in the eyes of the Mozambican workers:
Everyone who works here is Mozambican. The evil Chinese, the one that comes from China, is head of the group. He only comes to rule and not to work. (Group interview, Mozambican workers, 03.06.13)

Interviews with Chinese management and engineers reveal that several of the Chinese workers have the same amount of skills as the Mozambicans and, like the Mozambican workers, are under the supervision of other superiors. However, the Mozambican workers interpret the division of labour differently. With the lack of common language and limited social relationships, Mozambican workers easily conflate the role of Chinese workers with Chinese management, creating a feeling of constantly being watched and controlled by superiors. In one of the projects, for example, there were four different subcontractors, three Chinese and one Mozambican. However, the workers did not know which contractor employed them, only that their immediate superior was Chinese (Group interviews, Mozambican workers, 05.06.13, 01.08.13). The Mozambican workers’ understanding of the division of labour on the construction sites illustrates the distance between the workers and their Chinese superiors. This is in stark contrast to the sentiment expressed by Zambian miners working with Chinese companies in Zambia. In Lee’s (2009) study, the workers tended to appreciate the Chinese work style because the Chinese workers would ‘get dirty’ and execute the same tasks as them, minimising the distance between the two groups (Lee 2009). Such a feeling of equality is not present in the Sino-Mozambican workplace.

According to an extensive study of employee relations in Mozambican companies by Webster and Wood (2005),7 the Mozambican workplace is characterised by a culture of workplace authoritarianism. Job coercion, poor pay and working conditions are the norm, with low long-term investment in the workforce. However, a certain social contract between the employer and the employee seem to compensate for these conditions (Webster and Wood 2005; Webster, Wood and Brookes 2006; Wood 2011). The Mozambican managers in the study rarely make use of rigid sets of rules, but tend to have relatively good informal relationships with the workers. Recruitment is normally based on personal networks, leading to a close relationship between workers and managers. Consequently, the managers are willing to adjust terms and conditions in response to individual workers’ immediate needs by, for example, advancing payment or granting leave on short notice. In the Sino-Mozambican workplaces, on the other hand, there is no such social contract. The Mozambican workers have close to no contact with management: ‘I cannot say anything about our Chinese boss here…I don’t know him’. (Group interview, Mozambican workers, 17.05.13) The Chinese
superiors treat Mozambican workers collectively as a group, with no understanding of personal issues or needs.

Underlying nearly all the issues mentioned above is the lack of viable ways to communicate. The Mozambican workers spoke Portuguese, in addition to one or more local languages, and very few spoke any English. The Chinese management spoke English in addition to their mother tongue, but this was not common amongst the Chinese workers that supervised the Mozambicans. In day-to-day work routines, communication was based on a few words in English or Portuguese, signs, and body language. By exploring the three workplaces in question, it becomes clear that the lack of viable ways to communicate is not just a challenge for finding the words in order to get the job done, but so many other elements also end up ‘lost in translation’. Lack of communication makes it hard to create relationships in the workplace across nationalities. It strengthens the already strong divisions between the workplace regimes of the two groups, and is a source for great confusion. Furthermore, lack of communication hampers an already low degree of skill transfer between the Chinese and Mozambican workers. Because of the problematic communication between the Chinese and the Mozambicans, instructions tend to come out as orders, reinforcing the distance and barriers between the two groups. Lack of communication and relationship between Chinese and Mozambican workers create little basis for trust. When the Mozambican workers struggle to explain themselves both about personal issues or difficulties at work, the Chinese perceive them as unreliable:

They immediately come running speaking in Chinese that he [the Mozambican] was there to steal. They do not rush to know what is up, and when you want to explain they do not want to listen at all. They only speak together, alone, already saying that he stole, and when you want to make them understand, nobody wants to know, no Chinese wants to understand. (Group interview, Mozambican workers, 17.05.13)

Such problematic language barriers are also found in other contexts of Sino-African cooperation, but represent a more significant challenge to communication in non-English speaking countries such as Mozambique and Angola (Corkin 2012).

Material support issues
Low wages are a constant complaint amongst the Mozambican workers. The payment they receive is at or below minimum wage, and below what the workers would deem a fair wage.
While wages in Mozambique are often half of the wages of equivalent industries in neighbouring countries because of the country’s low technical efficiency (Castel-Branco 2001), Chinese companies are infamous for paying the lowest wages in the Mozambican construction industry (Nielsen 2014). For the Chinese workers, however, work in an African country signifies better payment than employment in China and their salary is significantly better than that of their Mozambican colleagues (Interview, Chinese project manager and engineers, 30.05, 19.06, and 22.08.13). Higher wages for Chinese workers is common elsewhere, such as in the Angolan construction industry, where Tang (2010) found that on average, Chinese workers earned 60 percent more than their Angolan colleagues. Furthermore, the Mozambican workers do not know their daily working schedule. While they have a set arrival time, the finishing hour is not fixed. As a result, they do not know how much they are supposed to earn:

Overtime here? They say they have overtime, but how should we know how to handle it, we are badly informed! You work Saturdays and Sunday, you leave late in the middle of the week, and you just write... but it is they [the Chinese] who handle this, we are not present to see exactly what is paid […] No I don’t know what criteria they use. (Group interview 2, Mozambican workers, 17.05.13)

In Mozambique, there are set limits to the number of hours in a working day or week, with a maximum of eight-hour working day and 48-hour week as the general rule. Moreover, the labour law strictly regulates overtime, limited to eight hours per week and includes a mandatory rest day (ACIS 2011). In the Sino-Mozambican workplaces, the contracts are in line with legislative requirements, but, in practice, employees generally work longer hours and the company has added Sundays as part of the working week. A study of 54 Chinese factories found that the use of such compulsory overtime is common in China (Chan and Xiaoyang 2003). According to the findings of Corkin (2012) in Angola, the Chinese modus operandi is to work until they reach the target of the day, not a certain amount of hours before leaving or receiving overtime. This way of organising the workday has apparently been transferred to both Mozambique and Angola, and is on a collision course with national regulations and Mozambican workers’ expectations. The discrepancy between workers’ hours according to their contracts, and the actual hours worked arises in part because of the Mozambican government’s limited capacity to enforce labour regulations.
In terms of non-main wage material support, the division between the Chinese and the Mozambican workers is sharp. Chinese workers receive food, housing and medical care. Some of the Mozambican workers receive small subsidies for food and transportation of about 100 MTN per month (approximately 3.4 USD), but the subsidies do not cover workers’ actual costs (Group interview, Mozambican workers, 20.05.13, copy of worker’s pay check 30.04.2013). The Chinese workers have their own cook and doctor at the project site. Neither may be used by Mozambican workers. Should the Mozambicans get sick or injured they would be taken to the public hospital, and the company often deducts medical bills from their pay. The Mozambican workers are very much aware of these divisions, which exacerbate the feeling of being unfairly treated:

They have their own food and, you know, they are not even sharing with the ones who are working with them. And us who don’t even receive subsidies for food, in areas where there are nowhere to buy food, we have to bring from home. (Interview Mozambican worker 17.05.13).

They put on their raincoats and hide underneath the trucks while we are standing in the rain. (Group interview 1, Mozambican workers 17.05.13).

Complaints about material issues are well-documented in the literature on Chinese labour practices in Africa. The African Labour Research Network (ALRN 2009, 13) reports ‘tense labour relations, hostile attitudes by Chinese employers towards trade unions, violations of workers’ rights, poor working conditions and unfair labour practices’, and results from various case studies in other African countries support these findings (see, e.g., Afrodad 2008; Baah and Jauch 2009; Lee 2009; HRW 2011).

**Contract issues**

The percentage of Mozambican workers with contracts varies amongst the three projects. Nearly all the workers have written contracts in the first project, a minority of the workers have contracts in the second, and in the third, none of the workers have contracts. However, the contract does not have any effect on work security, work tasks or status. Even workers with contracts know that their superior can fire them for any reason at any time, signifying that the contract is nothing more than a formality:
No one knows the day to leave, but the contract is the same, because every day when you come to work, you may find a list and see that you're no longer going to work. [Mimics the superiors] ‘You do not work, you do not come anymore, go home, go home’, just because your boss does not like you. (Group interview 1, Mozambican workers, 17.05.13).

Literature on national Chinese projects reveals that construction workers in China seldom hold written contracts or have access to social security benefits. The workers often live on small allowances that should cover daily costs, while salaries are paid annually (Tang 2014). Chinese workers are paid using a similar arrangement in Chinese-led projects in Mozambique. However, the Mozambican workers’ perception is that the Chinese never have to spend any money because they are taken care of by the company. Moreover, Chinese workers tended to have a safe position with the company, and most of them had worked for the company for 5 to 15 years. Although they seldom have a choice in deciding what country to work in, many engineers regarded employment in Africa as a great opportunity. The sector is crowded and competitive in China, and a job in an African country signifies more money, more experience, and a steeper learning curve (Interviews, Chinese engineers, 30.05, 13.06, 19.06, and 22.08.13).

The strong divisions between the two nationalities that permeate the workplace lead to the cementing of two separate workplace regimes. While Mozambican workers complain about equipment, wages and lack of job security, this case illustrates that the divided workplace, where different workers are subject to different workplace regimes, is an underlying cause of resentment and tension in the Sino-Mozambican. Although Mozambican workers may be used to poor pay and working conditions in Mozambican companies, the lack of a social relationship and the constant reminders of segregation seem to be exacerbating the workers’ grievances. So why do they stay on the project?

**Labour agency in a divided workplace**

Labour agency is affected both by the organisation of the workplace and the wider institutional framework, and may entail both individual and collective strategies (Coe and Jordhus-Lier 2011). In this context, labour agency is examined by looking at the strategies the workers use as responses to the workplace regime they take part in.
**Voicing resentment**

The Mozambican workers explain how they employ two voice strategies to demonstrate their resentment as a group. The first is what they refer to as strike, similar to the one mentioned in the introduction. Such strikes occur on a regular basis and normally continue for one or two days. Workers sit outside the project area refusing to work. However, they return to work before any agreement is reached, often without any negotiation, because they cannot afford to lose more than a few days’ pay (Interview, Mozambican workers, 17.05.13, 16.01.14, 01.10.14). The workers think of their actions as part of an ongoing strike or struggle, even when they return to work:

> We continue to work, but the strike will go on until they [the Chinese company] change a bit. What we want is that they give us money so that we are able to work every day, but also that they give us time because we have families. (Interview, Mozambican workers, 16.01.14)

A second response has been ‘shutdowns’ (paralisações) initiated by drivers. They stop their cars for up to two hours during the day to demonstrate against the unfair company policy where workers are responsible for equipment (including cars) that is damaged during their shift. Neither of these strategies have resulted in any significant change on behalf of the company although some of the workers mentioned that they believe the day-to-day pressure from their Chinese superiors has decreased slightly. Workers’ pay checks, contract, and hours have stayed the same, and the cost of broken equipment is still withdrawn from their pay check. These strategies can be deemed collective, simply because they entail a certain collective organisation. However, the strategies fail to accomplish any change in the workplace regime because of their ad hoc nature and lack of institutional support and political scale. Trade unions do not organise the shutdowns or strikes, and may not even be involved until the Ministry of Labour prompts the unions to intervene and resolve an ongoing strike.

Mozambique has around 21 unions, grouped into two official federations; the OTM and CONSLIMO. The trade union that organises construction workers falls under the latter. While Mozambican trade unions operate independently, their strength has gradually weakened. Companies routinely ignore minimum wage laws and the unions have few sanctioning mechanisms for companies that do not comply with labour regulations (Webster and Wood 2005, Dibben and Williams 2012). Both the trade union and the Ministry of
Labour are aware of the conditions in the Sino-Mozambican projects and violations of Mozambican law and regulations by Chinese companies. However, they have not been able to resolve the situation, and Mozambican workers have little confidence in the ability of any external agent to improve their situation: ‘Now when it comes to the union, they practically do not exist’ (Group interview, Mozambican workers 16.01.14). According to workers in one of the projects, they unionised in the early phases of the project and had elected representatives. However, after several rounds of negotiations with the Chinese company where their requirements were not met, the representatives felt that their image was being tarnished, and that the other workers would see them as traitors if they continued to associate with the union (Interview, Mozambican worker, 01.10.14). The union blames the situation on problematic cooperation with Ministry of Labour. Instead of being included in the process when new businesses establish themselves in the construction sector, the union is involved only when problems occur:

There are companies that have been working in Mozambique for four to five years, just that we only get to know them when there are problems [...]. When already in a strike, we often find that the workers say ‘you say you are the union, but where have you been during these four years when we have been here suffering every day? [...]Please leave; we will solve this ourselves.’ I mean, we are in a difficult situation. Who contributes, however, is the government itself. (Interview, trade union, 14.06.13)

The interview excerpt above illustrates some of the challenges facing the union. Unions are dependent on cooperation from the government that they do not receive, and on recognition from the workers that they do not have. The unions, therefore, do not enable workers’ agency as they lack bargaining power and sanctioning authority. This is in line with the findings of Webster et al. (2006). They explain that the Mozambican labour movement was initially designed as a ‘transmission belt for ruling party decisions’ (258) with real power located in the workplace. Economic reforms during the 1990s broke the unions’ close relation with the ruling party and weakened the unions’ bargaining position.

The collective responses of the Mozambican workers can be categorised as voice strategies aimed at improving working conditions. However, workers’ intentions are not achieved, illustrating the need to distinguish between the intention of workers’ strategies and what they actually accomplish (Coe and Jordhus-Lier 2011). In the Sino-Mozambican workplace, the lack of institutional support constrains the potential scale of workers’ strategies and the
potential for these strategies to result in negotiations and change. Negotiations are not brought to a level with decisive power, and the Chinese companies are not pressured into meeting the demands of the workers. The workers’ collective strategies can be viewed as agency in that the workers use them to alter the workplace. However, they do not successfully achieve this goal.

**Lack of commitment and the exit option**

Lacking institutional support, workers may turn to individual strategies. Low job satisfaction is predicted to lead to the less fruitful responses of neglect or exit (Farrell and Rusbult 1992). While many workers express a wish to quit, the tough labour market conditions prevent them from pursuing this option. According to the African Development Bank (2012), 27 percent of the Mozambican population is unemployed, and an estimated 300,000 new workers enter the labour market annually. Furthermore, the formal sector accounts for only 32 percent of all employment in the country. As expressed by one of the workers:

> [...] here in Mozambique, to find work is a serious problem, if you find one, you have to work. To get work in Mozambique is no joke; you have to endure the conditions.  
> (Group interview, Mozambican workers, 17.05.13)

Although employment generation, decent work, and formalisation of labour is a top priority for the Mozambican government in national development strategy papers (e.g., PRP 2011-2014, IMF 2011), the government has so far failed to establish appropriate support mechanisms to fulfil these goals. While workers have the intention to exit, the lack of alternatives inhibits their actions. The line of job-seeking young men outside the construction sites is a reminder of the constant threat of replacement. The Mozambican workers both feel themselves to be and in fact are replaceable, especially since they mainly execute low-skilled work tasks. The high level of unemployment and the large informal employment sector intensifies the situation and results in advantages for Chinese companies. A Chinese engineer formulated it simply when asked about the qualities of local labour: ‘The good thing is that they are easy to find, the workers. Because many, many people do not have formal jobs’.

(Interview, 27.05.13).

According to Farrell and Rusbult (1992), a lack of job alternatives may lead to the passive responses of loyalty or neglect. The Sino-Mozambican workplace regime does not provide
space for loyalty, but there are elements of neglect amongst the workers. Some workers choose not to participate in the strikes, as they are demoralised after several attempts with little or no positive change. Such a response is consistent with findings from Lee’s (2009) fieldwork in Tanzania, where repeated unsuccessful strikes amongst the workers have led to workers passively accepting deteriorating employment conditions. In the Sino-Mozambican workplaces, neglect is especially visible in Mozambican workers’ lack of commitment:

With their behaviour, it is no one who dreams of leaving here to go to another Chinese company. (Interview 1, Mozambican workers, 17.05.13)

The day a better job appears for me, I will disappear. (Interview, Mozambican workers, 03.06.13)

No one is here because they want to be here, it is because they have nowhere else to go ... no one can say that those who are here are already well, you are only here because you still haven’t found a job... if I had, I wouldn’t be here. (Interview 2, Mozambican workers, 17.05.13)

Workers’ lack of commitment relates to several of features of the workplace regimes outlined above. First, it is connected to the companies’ use of functional flexibility, where the workers feel they have no individual value in the workplace and are only doing simple, heavy work. Furthermore, workers’ lack of commitment relates to payment. The workers do not feel appreciated, as the material support received is very low despite the fact that they work longer hours and the workload is heavier than in other local jobs. Lastly, the lack of commitment relates to lack of communication and the strict separation of Chinese and Mozambican workers, which hampers the potential for creating personal relationships between nationalities. Combined with little determination over their own job and the future, the Mozambican workers have a hard time finding any commitment to the project or the company.

The strategies pursued by Mozambican labour have not resulted in any change to the system’s status quo. As long as their voice strategies are not successful, the only potential for workers to actively alter their own situation seems to be exit. This is not necessarily a problem for the Chinese companies as long as they have an abundant pool of labour from which to recruit new workers. Furthermore, individual exit is dependent on alternative jobs in the local labour market. Otherwise, the workers will stay. The local labour market provides
few alternatives, meaning that although the majority of the Mozambican workers are miserable in their current situation, they are prevented from choosing exit. In sum, labour agency is constrained at three levels. First, the degree of distance between Chinese and Mozambicans in the workplace leaves little space for participation and beneficial voice strategies. Second, workers lack institutional support to respond to company violations of their rights and labour regulations. Third, workers lack alternative employment opportunities in the local labour market.

**Conclusion**

In 2007, China’s Vice-minister of Commerce stated that ‘the new type of strategic partnership between China and Africa is characterized by equality, mutual benefit, and economic win-win cooperation.’ Situated at the bottom of the hierarchy in this relationship, the Mozambican workers find it hard to recognize their own situation within that description:

> When he [President Guebuza] laid the foundation stone for the [project], he said it was part of the fight against poverty. But what we are doing here is a misery to our children and our brothers. (Interview, Mozambican worker, 17.05.2013)

The grievances described in studies of Chinese business practices in other African countries, such as low pay, work insecurity, and poor working conditions, are also present in Sino-Mozambican workplaces. Further, this study shows that the divisions between two workplace regimes, one for the Chinese and one for the Mozambicans, exacerbates the level of tension and resentment in the workplace. Such divisions are recognized in other cases, but seldom given explanatory power. I argue that the ‘divided workplace’, where different workers are subject to different workplace regimes, is one of the main contributors to resentment and tension. The Mozambican workplace regime is traditionally not one of high pay, social benefits, or training schemes, but positive informal relationships between employers and employees seem to be compensating for this. This social relationship is lacking in the Sino-Mozambican workplace, where divisions between Chinese and Mozambican workers are pervasive. As long as Chinese companies continue to isolate themselves and their workers from the societies in which they operate, socio-cultural misunderstandings are bound to be perpetuated. Moreover, the lack of a common language does not just challenge verbal communication, but several additional elements end up ‘lost in translation’. While similar divisions characterize other multicultural work environments, the language barrier, the
foreignness of the Chinese in the Mozambican society, and the weak institutional framework in Mozambique makes these divisions more pronounced in the Sino-Mozambican workplace. Although both the macro-level politics of the state and the micro-level of politics in the workplace shape workplace regimes, the latter seems more important in this context, given the freedom granted Chinese contractors in the construction industry in Mozambique.

Complete workplace regimes cannot be exported, and certain elements may originate in one context, but be completely transformed in a new context. The Sino-Mozambican workplace includes the dormitory practice of Chinese workplaces, but dormitories are given new meaning beyond that of control. Rather, the company administration stresses the need to stimulate togetherness and socialisation amongst the Chinese workers in a foreign environment. While control cannot be excluded as a motivation for using dormitories in Mozambique, the Mozambican workers are excepted from this practice. The reason seems to be that the Chinese companies are not responsible for Mozambican labour, and thus do not need to control Mozambican workers outside the workplace. Control mechanisms are, however, quite clear in the organisation of work tasks. Moreover, elements such as a lack of contract and extensive use of overtime appear similar to practices of Chinese companies in China.

Mozambican workers find themselves locked in their current work situation, with their agency heavily constrained. The workplace does not provide constructive space for participation and voice strategies because of the degree of distance between Chinese and Mozambicans. Moreover, the workers lack institutional support to respond to company violations of their rights and regulations. The workers’ collective strategies illustrate the difficulties in accomplishing their objectives when negotiations lack institutional support that could provide political scale. In addition, the workers are prevented from exiting because of the lack of alternative employment opportunities in the local labour market.

While labour is in theory protected and regulated through the Constitution and Labour Law, this does not translate into labour protection in practice. This study illustrates the challenges of a development strategy that relies on foreign capital but lacks the institutional capacity to monitor and control whether foreign activities are in line with national law and regulations. Economic concerns continue to dominate Mozambican industrial policy, and as noted by Levy (2003, 4), ‘the gap between the theory as announced in the law and practice in the labor market is very great.’
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2 I have translated all citations from Portuguese, except interviews with Chinese informants and relevant international organisations that were performed in English. I have made some grammatical changes to the citations in order to clarify the meaning, without altering the content.
4 From 2009-2011, China was on of the top 5-6 investors in Mozambique according to numbers from the Investment Promotion Centre (CPI) in Maputo. However, with the exploration of gas, coal and minerals in the North, large international players such as Italian ENI, American Anadarko and Brazilian Vale are dominating investments (Anderson 2012).
5 The data collected in 2013 was supplemented by interviews performed by research assistant Sérgio Cossa during 2014.
6 I was not allowed to tape the interviews with Chinese company administration.
7 The survey covered 177 companies in greater Maputo and greater Beira (the second centre for industrial and commercial activity in Mozambique).